



















































area& in&the&Library&and&Information&Science&(LIS)& literature.&The& intention&of&this&study& is&to&explore&the&
relevance&of&the&physical&photobook&and&digital&resources&to&this&specific&audience.&&
&
A& review& of& literature& both& within& LIS& and& critical& photographic& discourses& is& intended& to& construct& a&






graduates& in&order& to& form&a&holistic&understanding&of& the& relevance&of& and& issues&associated&with& the&






especially& with& relation& to& inspiration& and& insight& into& the& work& and& practice& of& photographers.& The&
surveyed& students& indicated& a& preference& for& the& photobook& when& engaging& with& the& work& of&
photographers& which& is& rooted& in& the& physical& properties& of& the& book& and& its& role& as& a& medium& for&
presenting& photographs& in& which& aspects& such& as& sequencing& and& narrative& were& deemed& to& be& of&




















































































there& is& a& distinct& lack& of& Library& and& Information& Science& (LIS)& research& concerning& students& or&
practitioners&of&specific&artistic&disciplines.&One&such&discipline&is&photography.&
&
It& could& be& suggested& that& photography& represents& a& perfect& example& of& the& dichotomy& between&
analogue& and& digital.& Technological& developments& have& had& a& pivotal& effect& on& every& aspect& of&





photographs& can& be& made& has& become& faster& and& easier& and& as& consequence& the& number& of&
photographs& proliferated.& Today,& photographs& can& be& found& in& magazines,& on& gallery& walls,& in&















simplistic.& Colberg& (2016,& p.1)& asserts& ‘a& photobook& is& a& book& that& is& being& viewed&because&of& the&




A&great&many&perspectives&point& to& the&significant& role& the&photobook&has&played& in& the&history&of&
photography.& In& an& increasingly& digitised& information& ecology,& however,& the& question& of& the&








higher& education& level,& including& course& titles& such& as& Photography& in& the& Arts,& Commercial&
Photography,&Documentary&Photography&and&Photojournalism&(2017,&https://www.ucas.com).& &Like&
any& other& academic& discipline,& photography& has& its& own& discourse,& vocabulary& and& information&

































(2004,& p.6),& ‘the& photobook& is& a& book&with& or&without& text,&where& the&work’s& primary&message& is&













number.& The& lack&of& such& studies& represents& a& significant& gap& in& LIS& research&as& students& studying&
different& disciplines& likely& have& different& information& needs& and& exhibit& varying& information&
behaviours.& To& date,& there& are& no& published& studies& focusing& solely& on& the& information& needs& of&
photography& students& as& a& specific& demographic,& although& photographers& and& students& of&
photography&have&featured&in&broader&studies&in&the&past&(Brett,&2013,&Hemmig,&2009,).&Studies&by&
Cox&(2013),&Cox&&&Blake&(2011),&Cox&et&al&(2008)&and&Cox&(2008)&appear&to&be&the&only&published&LIS&
studies& concerned& solely&with& the& informationRrelated& behaviours& of& photographers,& although& the&












The& aim& of& the& following& literature& reviews& is& to& provide& a& contextual& and& conceptual& framework&
through&which&the& issues&can&be&considered.&Certain&perspectives&point&to&the&value&of&conducting&













analysing& varying& viewpoints& around& the& photobook& as& a& resource,& photography&within& the& digital&
7&


















Whilst& there&does&exist&a&number&of&published& journal&articles&concerning&the&photobook,& the&vast&
majority&of&the&literature&is&found&in&monographs,&with&a&small&number&of&entire&books&(Parr& &Badger,&
2004,& 2006,& 2014,&Di& Bello,&Wilson&&& Zamir,& 2012)& dedicated& to& analysing& the&photobook& through&





of& photography,& although& as& we& will& see,& the& generalised& qualities& associated& with& the& resource&
provide&fruitful&grounds&for&speculation&as&to&its&potential&research&value.&&
&
Critical& analysis& of& the&photobook& as& a& resource& in& general& is& still& a& relatively& sparse& area&of& study&
according&to&a&number&of&key&writers&on&the&topic&(Parr& &Badger,&2004,&Miles,&2010,&Campany,&2014).&
Despite&the&recent&surge&in&popularity&of&both&the&term&and&the&format,&Parr&&&Badger&(2004)&note&a&









appeal& to& students& of& photography.& This& review& serves& to& establish& an& understanding& of&what& the&
photobook& is,& its& status&within& contemporary& photographic& practice,& and& its& specific& qualities& and&











2013,& p.20).& The& historical& relationship& between& the& photographic& image& and& the& book& is& such& a&
significant&one&that&Di&Bello& &Zamir&(2012,&p.1)&describe&the&book&as&‘the&first&and&proper&home&of&the&






first& century.& Shannon& (2010,& p.56)& states& that& the& term& ‘is& a& literal& contraction& of& “photographic&
book”’,&however&despite&the&apparent&simplicity&in&the&term’s&etymology,&the&difficulties&in&defining&
what&a&photobook&actually&is&represents&a&recurring&theme&across&the&literature&on&the&topic&(DiBello&
&& Zamir,& 2012,& Parr& && Badger,& 2004,& Shannon,& 2010,& Suchma,& 2013).& A& popular& definition& which&
appears& in& a& number& of& analyses& (Parr& && Badger,& 2004,& Shannon,& 2010,& Manghani,& 2012)& of& the&















& ‘exhibition&print’.&& & & &


















Interestingly,& this& increase& in& popularity& is& often& cited& as& being& a& reaction& to& prevalence& of& digital&
resources& (Campany,& 2014).& Soth& (Martin,& 2014,& https://aperture.org/blog/holdRemRfoldRemR
conversationRalecRsoth/)&references&the&‘streaming&flow’&of&information&spawned&from&social&media,&
positing& that& it& is& this&digital&experience&of& information& that& seems& to&make& ‘more&physical,& tactile&
11&
experiences&all& the&more& important’.&Similarly,&Neumuller& (2017,&p.6)&speculates&as&to&whether&the&

















curatorial& practices& within& the& art& world& and& in& the& associated& monetary& values& attached& to&
photobooks.& Colberg& (2014)& asserts& that& despite& being&mass& produced& items,& photobooks& possess&
what&Benjamin&(2010)&famously&called&aura,&stating&that&electronic&reproductions&of&photobooks&lose&





Comparisons& are& often& made& in& the& literature& between& the& photobook& and& the& photographic&
exhibition&(Villatoro,&2017,&Di&Bello&&&Zamir,&2012,&Cartagena,&Miles,&2010).&According&to&Di&Bello&&&
Zamir& (2012,&p.10),& ‘Photobooks&speak&of&a& tactile&engagement&with& images&beyond&the&visual,& for&
which& there& is& no& equivalent& in& the& gallery& space.’& This& is& a& potentially& significant& point& in& that&
exhibitions&likely&represent&a&prime&means&through&which&to&engage&with&contemporary&photography&
in& its&physical&print& form,&though&rather&than&considering&the&photobook&to&be&a&substitute&for&the&
exhibition,& these&perspectives&point& to& the&photobook&being& a& valid& alternative,& exhibiting& its& own&




Perspectives& that& point& to& the& photobook’s& status& as& an& art& object& are& relevant& to& this& research&
question& as& they& are& perhaps& indicative& of& the& photobook& as& a& resource& of& particular& utility& to& an&








tendencies& running& deep& within& the& photographic& community’.& Bainbridge& (2014,&

















book& is& perhaps& ‘the&most& effective& vehicle& through&which& to& present& and& disseminate& a& body& of&





contemporary& photographic& discourse.& This& is& a& salient& factor& as& such& opinions& and& attitudes& can&
contribute&to&a&‘social&construction&of&meaning’&associated&with&photobooks&within&a&community&of&
discourse,& in& this& case& photographic& criticism,& and& this& has& implications& for& a& potential& audience’s&
‘perception&of&the&significance&and&evidential&character&of&documents’&(Buckland,&1997,&p.807).&This&is&
relevant&in&considering&photography&students’&attitudes&towards&photobooks&because&endorsements&





‘aesthetic& value,& significance,& and& emotional& efficacy& are& subject& to& change& in& the& course& of& their&
mobility&through&time&and&space’.&&
&
Neumuller& (2017,& p.3)& contends& that& photobooks& ‘occupy& a& central& place& in& contemporary&
photography’,&whilst&Parr&&&Badger& (2004,&p.9)& suggest& that& for& contemporary&photographers,& the&
photobook&is&‘a&basic&source&of&information&about&photography&–&what’s&happening,&who’s&doing&what,&
what’s&“cutting&edge”’&and&that&by&engaging&with&photobooks,&‘photographers&discover&the&medium’s&
traditions& and& generate& their& own& ideas’.& Perspectives& such& as& these& perhaps& highlight& the&
photobook’s&utility&as&a&resource&for&research,&or&indeed&inspiration&–&a&key&information&concern&for&





A& dominant& theme& apparent& across& the& literature& consulted& is& the& discussion& of& the& photobook’s&
unique& properties& as& a& document& in& terms& of& its& physicality,& design& and& as& a& specific& context& for&


























to& the&object’.& These&perspectives& allude& to& the& idea&of& the&book&not&only& as& an&object,& but& as& an&
experience,&and&are&reminiscent&of&what&Soussloff& &Tronzo&(2008,&p12)&describe&as&‘“a&dream&of&art”’,&









follow,& although& it& might& not& necessarily& be& a& linear& one’.& Eskildsen& (2004,& p.22)& describes& the&
photobook&as&providing&a& ‘visual& space’& that&makes&possible& ‘juxtapositions,&contrasts,&constructed&
sequences,&extreme&fragments&and&blurred& images’.& &Parr&&&Badger&(2004,&p.7)& liken&the& individual&











detail& here,& however& one& book& that& frequently& warrants& mention& in& critical& discussions& of& the&












denotative,& any&meanings&which& can& be& inferred& are& done& so& through& the& photographs& and& their&





































through& the& distributable& book& format.& However& perhaps& more& relevantly,& The$ Ballad$ of$ Sexual$
Dependency,$is&frequently&referenced&in&terms&of&being&analogous&to&a&‘diary’&(Parr&&&Badger,&2006,&
p.39)&‘family&album’&or&‘autobiography’&(Rice,&2001,&p.30).&This&perhaps&indicates&the&centrality&of&the&
























their& examination& of& the& photobook.& Decisions& relating& to& aspects& such& as& the& aforementioned&


























































A& consensus& is& apparent& across& much& of& the& literature& consulted& that& acknowledges& the& pivotal,&
fundamental& effect& that& digital& technology& has& had& upon& photography& (Smith& && Lefley,& 2016;&
Moschovi,&McKay&&&Plouviez;&2013;&Bate,&2013;&Hack,&2011;&Ritchen,&2009&Edwards,&2006).&Edwards&
(2006,&p.129)&describes&the&‘enormous&impact’&on&photography,&noting&that&digital&technologies&have&
‘changed& the& ways& that& images& are& made,& stored,& circulated,& and& used’.& The& digitisation& and&
consequent&dematerialisation&(Bate,&2013,&Bull,&2010)&of&photography&represents,&according&to&Bate&
(2013,& p.41),& a& departure& from& a& certain& experience& of& photography,& one& that& was& traditionally&
associated&with&celluloid&film.&The&evolution&from&photography&as&a&‘print&based&medium’&(Hack&in:&
Foam&Gallery,&2011,&p.88)&to&‘the&digital&and&computerized&coding&of&images’&(Bate,&2013,&p.41)&is&a&
central& theme& in& many& discussions& around& the& status& of& contemporary& photography& (Bate,& 2013,&
Ritchin,&2009,&Edwards,&2006).&The&ease&with&which&photographs&can&be&produced,&disseminated&and&





p.27)&observes& that& the&dematerialised&digital& image& ‘has&no&definitive&original&version,&but&can&go&
anywhere’.&
&
Images& are& available& in& abundance& online& and& the& potential& value& of& the& Internet& as& a& research&
resource&is&noted&in&a&number&of&texts&relating&to&art&and&photography.&Wilks&et&al&(2012,&p.56)&note,&

















platform,& commenting& on& the& ease&with& which& photographers& can& share&work& with& followers& the&
number& of& which& can& potentially& ‘grow& exponentially& within&months’.& In& addition& to& independent&
photographers,& Fox&&& Caruana& (2012)& observe& that&magazines,& galleries& and& agents& also&maintain$
23&
online&blogs.& In& contrast& to& the& ‘slow&publishing’& (Bainbridge,&2014,&https://aperture.org/pbr/caseR
digital/&)&typified&in&the&production&of&photobooks,&‘the&photoblog&as&a&technology,&when&paired&with&
that&of& the&digital& camera&draws&photographic&acts,&photographic& images&and& the&display&of& those&














virtual& sketchbook’,& stating& that& ‘student& coursework&may& now& sit& on& a& public& blog& instead& of& the&























Smith&&&Lefley’s&observations& imply& the&existence&of&online& communities&of&photography& students&
sharing&their&work&and&exchanging&ideas&in&a&format&akin&to&what&Herrema&(2011,&p.135)&likens&to&a&
‘community&of& practice’.&Wenger’s& (2000)& concept&of& a& ‘community& of& practice’& is& rooted& in& social&
learning;&according&to&WengerRTrayner&(2015,&p.1),&‘Communities&of&practice&are&groups&of&people&who&









such& resources& attractive& to& students& and& which& perhaps& is& not& generally& associated& with& print&
resources.&$
&
Whilst&much&of& the& literature&consulted&makes& frequent&reference&to&the&abundance&of&vernacular&
photography& on& social& media,& Instagram& is& a& platform& that& is& seeing& increasing& use& amongst&
established,& professional& photographers.& Smith&&& Lefley& (2016,& p.346)& observe& that& contemporary&
photographers&are&today&complementing&their&‘“slow”&analogue&workflow’&by&uploading&‘”outRtakes”&
or& sneak& previews& of& their& current&work’& to& Instagram.& Specifically,& they& reference& the& practice& of&
documentary&photographer,&Anastasia&TaylorRLind,&who&regularly&uploads& images& to&her& Instagram&
account&(see&Figure&7)&which&has&attracted&some&80,000&followers&at&the&time&writing&and&provides&‘an&
instant&market&for&her&future&publications&and&prints’&(Smith&&&Lefley,&2016,&p.346).&The&potential&for&
social& media& as& ‘a& basic& selfRpromotion& tool’& (Fox& && Caruana,& 2012,& p.40)& for& established&
photographers&is&relevant&as&this&provides&impetus&for&the&publication&of&work&via&online&publications&
and&therefore&has&the&potential&to&establish&these&platforms&as&resources&through&which&to&view&the&











Whilst& certain& perspectives& speak& of& the& democratisation& or& emancipation& (Bate,& 2013)& of&
photography&achieved&through&digital&technologies,&most&notably&social&media,&some&adopt&a&far&more&
pessimistic&view,&expressing&concern&over&the&‘overRbombardment’&and&‘overRaccessibility’&of&images&
resulting& in& ‘a& kind& of& visual& junkyard’& (Hack& in& Foam& Gallery,& 2011,& P.89).& On& the& one& hand,&










The& significance& of& photography’s& migration& to& the& digital& information& ecology& has& also& been&
referenced&in&literature&concerning&contemporary&photographic&education.&&
&
In& a& study& concerning& theory& and& practice& in& photographic& education,& GroveRWhite& (2003& p.57)&
observed,&‘Degree&levels&of&study&in&art,&media&and&design&aim&to&emphasize&the&value&of&theory&and&
academic&study&as&well&as&developing&skillRbased&competencies’.&Similarly,&Abrahmov& &Ronen&(2008),&
state& that& the&ultimate&aim&of&photography&education& is& to& teach&not&only&practical& skills,&but&also&
photographic& theory.& Certain& perspectives& indicate& changes& in& the& teaching& of& both& photographic&
practice& and& theory& as& a& result& of& digital& technologies& and& the& Internet.& Digital& technologies& have&
purportedly&led&to&a&transition&in&focus&from&the&traditional&wet&darkroom&to&‘airRconditioned&banks&




the& increasing& tendency& of& students& to&make& digital& photographs& and& view& their&work& on& a& home&
computer,&essentially&working& in& ‘a&kind&of&closed&feedback& loop&until& they&submit&an&assignment’.&
Furthermore,&a&number&of&commentators& (Smith&&&Lefley,&2016;&Moschovi&et&al;&2013,&Wilks&et&al,&
2012;&Jackson,&2009)&observe&that&the&development&of&technologies&and&the&consequent&implications&


















reach& and& interact& with& audiences& are& now& being& recognised& by& art& institutions& (Gooding,& 2013).&&
McKay& &Plouviez&(2013)&discuss&the&utilisation&of&the&Internet&by&major&photography&institutions&such&
28&




























photography& as& it& exists& in& the& digital& information& ecology.&McKay&&& Plouviez& (2013,& p.134)&make&
reference&to&the&work&of&Ekke&Vasli,&whose&work&describing&it&as&directly&addressing&the&‘shared&and&
distributed& nature’& of& photography& and& in& doing& so& ‘actively& embrac[ing]& photography’s& new&
democratization’.&Furthermore,&Wells&(2013)&examines&the&work&of&well&known&photographer,&Thomas&
Ruff,&who,&for&certain&projects,&appropriates&images&from&the&Internet.&Specifically,&Wells&(2013)&makes&




















perception’.& Edwards& (2006,& p.132),& too,& discusses& the& possibilities& of& constructing& ‘complex&
narratives’&in&which&photographs&‘appear&in&sequence’,&or&dissolves,&accompanied&by&sound&tracks&or&

















swathes& of& information& studies& based& on& audiences& engaged& in& other& disciplines.&Multiple& studies&




































Frank’s& (1999,&p.448)&study&of&art&students& in&academic& libraries,& referenced&photography&students&
stating&that&they&frequently&‘brought&up&the&importance&of&studying&photographs&while&learning&about&
the& technical& processes& involved& in& creating& the& artwork’.& Other& brief& references& were& made& to&
photographer&students’&use&of&periodicals&and&video&resources,&particularly&for&technical&information.&
&






Owing& to& the& general& lack& of& coverage& concerning& photography& students& in& the& LIS& literature,&
33&
specifically&with&relation&to&their&use&of&and&attitudes&towards&particular&resources,&it&was&decided&that&







be&extremely&diverse.&Hemmig’s& (2009,&p.689)&empirical& study&of&practicing&visual&artists& finds& that&
practically& anything&within& the& artists’& environments& could& be& considered& ‘a& potential& catalyst& for&








‘predate&wide&use&of& the&Web’.&Based&on&the& findings&of& their&survey,&Robinson&and&Mason& (2011,&
p.177)&asserted&that&the&Internet&was&‘integral’&to&artists’&‘information&access&and&communication’&and&
observed&that&it&was&often&the&first&resource&consulted&for&research&purposes,&an&observation&echoed&
in& studies& by& Brett& (2013)& as& well& as& Lo& and& Chu& (2015& p.114,& 5)& who& found& that& the& Internet&











Social& media& usage& by& artists& and& art& students,& for& networking& and& information& purposes,& is& also&
identified&in&some&of&the&literature&(Lo& &Chu,&2015;&Mason& &Robinson,&2011).&Specific&references&are&
made&by&Lo& &Chu&(2015,&p.105)&to&the&use&of&social&media&by&art&students&for&‘a&variety&of&learning,&as&




Whilst& a& number& of& the& more& recent& studies& indicate& that& this& particular& user& group& are& actively&
engaged&with&the&Internet,&Brett&(2013,&p.36)&found&that&art&students&sometimes&viewed&the&Internet&
as& ‘a& daunting& prospect,& with&more& information& than& could& be& easily& processed.’& & Furthermore,& a&
number&of&studies&(Brett,&2013;&Mason&&&Robinson,&2012)& indicated&that&the&Internet,&whilst&often&























previously& and& perpetuate& the& idea& of& the& tactile& quality& of& the& book& as& a& defining& factor& when&










A&key& information&behaviour&associated&with&artists&and&art& students& is&a&propensity& for&browsing.&




great& value& in& discovery’& whereas& the& participants& in& Franks& (1999)& study& reported& browsing& for&





















reflected& in& circulation& records& then& this& leads& to& ambiguity& around& the& usage,& and& ultimately& the&
perceived& value,& of& resources& within& a& library& –& a& factor& that& can& influence& acquisitioning& and&
37&












which&seeks&to&gain& insight& into&a&particular&user&demographics’&use&of& library&resources&outside&of&
simply&consulting&circulation&records.&&
&
Secondly,& if&we& consider& Pacey’s& (1982)& assertions&with& relation& to& art& students’& desire& for& instant&
gratification&when&searching&for&information,&the&utility&of&and&defining&characteristics&associated&with&
the&Internet&are&brought&to&the&fore.&This&is&perhaps&particularly&relevant&when&we&consider&studies&











Ford& (2015,& p.172)& states& that& research& is& ‘all& about& creating& new& understanding’.& The& research&
question& for& this& dissertation& represents& an&unexplored&area&within& the& LIS& literature.&With& this& in&
mind,& it& was& decided& that& this& study& would& combine& both& qualitative& and& quantitative& research&
methods&in&order&to&provide&precious&insight&and&a&rich&foundation&for&future&studies.&&
&














library& and& student& backgrounds.& The& detailed& information& gathered& through& the& interviews& was&



































and&Consent&Form& (reproduced& in&Appendix& IV)& in&which& they&consented& to& their& involvement&and&








provide& insight& and& contribute& to& the& formation& of& a& conceptual& framework,& but& also& provide&










and& service& provision& perspectives& whilst& eliciting& perspectives& on& the& photobook& as& a& specific&
resource.&The&questions&posed&to&the&photography&lecturer&were&intended&to&gather&perspectives&on&
41&
the& photobook& and& online& photographic& resources& from& an& academic& point& of& view& in& addition& to&
examining& the&photobooks&place&within& course&curriculum&and& the&eliciting& the& lecturer’s&personal&
perspective&on&the&photobook&as&a&resource.&The&interviews&with&the&photography&graduates&were&









do&not&adhere&strictly& to&a&predefined&structure& (Ford,&2015,&Pickard,&2007).&The& two&photography&
graduates& chosen& for& interview& are& known&personally& to& the& researcher&which& in& one& sense& could&
contribute& to&an&open,& fruitful& exchange,&but& simultaneously& could& feasibly& lead& to& responses& that&
might&be&coloured&by&perceived&shared&perceptions&on&the&issues&in&question.&The&other&interviewees&












































during& her& time& at&UWL& they& subscribed& to& a& number& of& databases&which& provided& access& to& arts&
resource,&but&stated&that&these&more&generic&resources&as&opposed&to&specific&photography&resources.&
Both& librarians& confirmed& the& existence& of& electronic& books& pertaining& to& photography& at& their&





various& factors&were& indicated.&The&high&cost&associated&with&photobook&acquisitions&was&an& issue&
referred&to&by&both&librarians&particularly&in&the&event&that&a&book&gets&lost&and&needs&to&be&replaced.&
The&high&cost&of& replacement&copies& is&perhaps,& in&part,&a& result&of&what&Antonia& speculated&were&
‘small&print&runs’&by&photobook&publishers.&The&challenges&associated&with&building&and&maintaining&a&
broad,& diverse& collection& were& also& noted& by& both& librarians.& Eve& specifically& drew& a& comparison&
between&photobook&collections&and&collections&for&other&disciplines&which&are&typically&built&based&on&














Interestingly,& both& librarians& indicated& that& the& loan& records& for& photobooks&may& not& be& the& best&
indication& of& their& actual& usage& by& students.& Antonia&mentioned& that& it& is& quite& difficult& to& get& an&
overview& of& how& the& photobook& collections& were& being& used& and,& similarly,& Eve& indicated& that& a&
photobook& collection& is& perhaps&used& in& a& different&way& to&other&book& collections.& Both& librarians&






requests& for& books& for& artists& working& with& photography.& Antonia& also& mentioned& requests& from&
faculty& with& relation& to& their& research& interests.& Eve& indicated& that& there& had& been& a& lot& of&
encouragement& from&photography& lecturers&and&herself& in& terms&of&making& their& students&use& the&
‘Love&Books’&book&suggestion&scheme.&Academic&staff&also&reportedly&made&suggestions&during&the&
rejuvenation& of& the& photography& collection& for& various& ‘seminal’& photobooks.& Eve& could& not& state&
conclusively&how&many& requests& she&had& received& from&photography&students& specifically,&but& she&
noted&a&quite&a&lot&of&suggestions&from&the&School of Art, Design, Media which the photography 
department was a part of for a time. &
$
Physicality$of$the$Photobook$
















Further& correlation& between& the& two& interviews& was& apparent& in& the& librarians’& descriptions& of&
photography&students’&information&behaviour.&Both&referenced&a&tendency&amongst&the&students&for&
browsing&collections&rather&than&searching.&Eve&mentioned&a&propensity&of&the&students&for&browsing&
books& for& images& for& their& creative& work& and& taking& pictures& of& these& images.& She& referenced&
challenges&in&encouraging&students&to&keep&records&of&where&they&had&sourced&images&for&referencing&












The& subject& librarians’& perspectives& around& the& physical& properties& of& the& photobook& and& their&
inherent&significance&in&its&nature&as&an&information&resource&align&with&a&number&of&the&perspectives&
in& the& literature.&The&dichotomy&between&physical&and&digital& representations& is&a& recurring&theme&
alluded&to&by&many&(Neumuller,&2017;&&Colberg,&2016;&DiBello&&&Zamir,&2012;&Parr&&&Badger,&2004).&
Certainly,&Eve’s&comments&around&the&importance&of&the&visual&book&as&an&object,&particularly&when&
compared& with& digital& representations,& could& be& compared& with& these& perspectives.& Antonia’s&










being& said,& Eve's& comments& around& photography& students'& interactions& with& library& collections&
indicate&that&students&may&come&to&the&library&searching&for&work&by&a&particular&artist&–&this&perhaps&
indicate&a&more&active&approach&to& information&seeking&rather& than&the&more&passive&approach&to&
browsing&posited& in&other& information&behaviour&studies.&This& is&perhaps&more&consistent&with&the&




A& potentially& salient& point& is& the& correlation& between& the& perspectives& in& the& literature& and&
observations& made& by& the& subject& librarians& with& regards& to& the& way& that& photography& students&










these& initial& searches& by& visiting& the& library& to& consult& print& materials.& This& anecdotal& account& of&
students'& search&processes& is& consistent&with& studies& that& indicate& that&whilst& students& involved& in&





























Lewis&Bush,& and& the& sites&of&major& photoRagencies& such& as&Getty& and&Reuters.&He& also& referenced&





















Oliver&defined& the&photobook&as& ‘a&publication& that&predominantly& communicates&with& the&use&of&







Comparing& the&photobook& to& seeing&photography&online,& he&noted& the&difficulties& associated&with&
viewing&‘a&set&of&images,&at&a&proper&resolution,&and&in&an&order/context&that&makes&sense’&and&stated&
that&the&online&experience&should&often&be&‘followed&up&with&the&book’.&When&asked&for&his&views&on&
















Oliver’s& answers& implied& a& wide& knowledge& and& experience& of& online& photography& resources.& He&
referenced& a& number& of& different& websites& and& blogs& that& he& recommends& to& students& on& his&














Multiple& perspectives& in& the& literature& reference& the& significance& of& the& arrangement& of& multiple&
photographs&made& possible& through& the& book& form.& Oliver’s& perspectives& on& the& photobook& as& a&
resource& indicated&that&he&saw&the&book& form&as&providing& the&best&means&by&which&students&can&
engage&with&a&large&body&of&work.&His&comparison&with&the&experience&of&viewing&photographs&on&a&
screen&highlighted& the&difficulties& in&viewing& images& in&an& ‘order/context& that&makes&sense’.&These&
responses&seem&to&allude&to&the&specificity&of&the&book&form&and&the&role&this&plays&in&the&experience&
of& a& set& of& photographs.& His& comment& around& the& photobook& representing& a& format& in& which&
photographs&are&printed&in&‘a&way&the&photographer&is&happy&with’&is&in&keeping&with&descriptions&of&
the&photobook&as&an&authored&work&(Cartagena,&2017,&Di&Bello& &Zamir,&2012,&Eskildsen,&2004,&Parr& &
Badger,&2004)&–& something&which& represents&a&photographer’s& vision& (Cartagena,&2017,&Di&Bello&&&





number& of& the& perspectives& prevalent& in& the& literature.& The& increase& in& accessible& selfRpublishing&
services&mentioned&Neumuller&(2017)&could&be&linked&to&what&Oliver&describes&as&‘ease&of&production’.&






















When& asked& about& where& she& looks& for& inspiration,& Kate’s& response& indicated& a& wide& range& of&
resources& spanning& everything& from& exhibitions,& literature& and& TV& to& her& neighbour’s& cat.& She&
emphasized&the&frequency&with&which&she&attended&exhibitions,&but&also&mentioned&photobooks&as&a&
























used& the& Internet& predominantly& to& read& about& photography& in& the& form& of& exhibition& and& book&






















































Both& photography& graduates& were& asked& for& their& personal& perspectives& on& the& definition& of& the&
photobook&as&a&resource.&The&MA&photography&graduate&stated&that&the&answer&would&depend&on&the&
photobook,&they&stated&that&they&generally&bought&retrospectives,&but&stated&that&some&books&were&
like& a& mini& exhibition& or& a& portfolio.& Kate& was& very& clear& in& stating& the& distinction& between& the&
photobook& and& the& exhibition& catalogue,& stating& ‘a& photobook& is& something& the& artist,& the&
























The&MA&Photography&graduate& stated& that&now& there&are&cheaper&options&available& for&publishing&
books&and&suggested& that&people&are& ‘realising& that&exhibitions&are& just& really&expensive&and&don’t&





work&out& there& into& the&world’.&However,& Kate&did& also& reference& reservations&held&by&many&with&






dominant& findings& in& studies& around& the& information& behaviour& of& artists& and& art& students.& She&





more& on& drawing& inspiration& from&what& their& contemporaries&were& doing& (as&manifested& in& their)&




social& media& updates,& that& provides& one& their& primary& sources& of& inspiration.& Both& interviewees&
indicated& that& they& were& users& of& libraries,& with& the&MA& graduate& reporting& the& use& of& different&
collections& depending& on& their& information& needs& and& Kate’s& answers& indicating& that& whilst& at&
university&her&use&of&libraries&was&primarily&concerned&with&viewing&and&borrowing&photobooks.&&
&






searching,& when& asked& about& photographic& resources& online& they& responded& referencing& a&
58&
comparatively&extensive&range&of&online&resources&and&their&answers&also&indicated&that&social&media&
represented& not& only& a& source& of& inspiration& for& their& own&work,& but& a& source& of& information& for&
reviews&and&exhibitions.&Interestingly,&the&MA&graduate,&whose&answers&perhaps&indicated&a&greater&







personally.&Whilst& this& could& represent&a& simple&coincidence&and&conclusions& should&not&be&drawn&
solely&from&these&two&interviews,&it&is&interesting&that&both&graduates&chose&to&discuss&photographers&




keeping& with& the& findings& of& previous& information& studies& concerning& art& students& and& artists&
indicating& that& they&were& active& visitors&who& utilised& library& resources& to& satisfy& their& information&
needs.&&
&
A& salient& point& of& interest& arising& from& the& interviews& is& the& difference& in& perspective& apparent&




of& a& photographer’s& work’,& whereas& the& MA& photography& graduate& interviewed,& who& studied&
59&





of& a& certain& disparity& evident& in& photographic& working& practices.& This& is& perhaps& in& keeping& with&
perspectives&in&the&literature&(Cartagena,&2017;&Miles,&2010)&which&equate&the&documentary&practice&
as&more&applicable&to&the&book&format.& & Interestingly,&the&MA&photography&graduate&described&the&
photobook& as& a& ‘mini& exhibition’& or& ‘portfolio’& whereas& Kate&was& clear& in& expressing& a& distinction&
between& the& photobook& and& the& exhibition& catalogue;& a& resource& which& could& be& described& as&
documenting&the&contents&of&an&exhibition&and&her&answers&concerning&the&photobook&alluded&to&the&
importance&of&narrative&and&other&devices&specific&to&the&book&format.&Whilst&definitive&conclusions&





Both& graduates& stated& that& they& saw& the& photobook& as& a& significant& resource& for& students& of&
photography& mentioning& the& various& qualities& of& the& photobook& especially& for& people& entering&
photographic&practice.&The&MA&graduate&asserted&the&value&of&the&photobook&for&both&research&and&
inspiration&whilst&Kate’s&answer& implied& that& the&photobook&had&personally& taught&her&a& lot&about&












It&was&hoped& that& the& formation&of&a& theoretical&and&conceptual& framework&achieved& through& the&
literature& reviews& and& the& interviews& would& go& some& way& towards& helping& to& ensure& that& the&






utilise& Lickert& scale& style& questions& for& the& survey& instrument&was& adopted& from&Hemmig’s& (2009)&
approach&in&his&empirical&study&on&the&information&behaviour&of&practising&visual&artists.&This&provided&
a&weighted&and&more&detailed&means&by&which&to&compare&the&significance&of&different&information&




The& questions& concerning& inspiration& adopted& a& number& of& the& same& categories& as& were& used& in&
Hemmig’s& (2009)& aforementioned& study,& but& based& upon& Hemmig’s& (2009)& suggestions& for& future&




The& interviews&also& featured& frequent&mention&of& these&platforms& in& the& form&of&comments&which&
implied&a&certain&utility&in&their&community&aspects&and&specifically&for&the&MA&photography&graduate&











Photography& students& had& only& featured& as& a&minority&within& the& surveyed& audiences& of& previous&
studies&into&the&information&behaviour&and&needs&of&art&students&and&art&students,&so&the&inclusion&of&
a&question&concerning&their&use&of&the&library&was&deemed&to&be&a&relevant&point&of&investigation.&The&
inclusion& of& such& a& question& is& also& hoped& to& provide& insight& into& the& rather& ambiguous& area& of&














The& seventh& question& asked& students& whether& any& aspect& of& their& course& curriculum& related& to&
photobooks.& Following& the& interview&with&photographer& lecturer,&Oliver&Udy& it&was&decided& that&a&
potential& link& between& curriculum& and& photobook& usage& could& be& a& relevant& line& of& enquiry.& A&










































disseminated& using& a& range& of& methods& aimed& at& maximising& the& probability& of& response& whilst&
maintaining&a& targeted& focus&designed& to&address& the& relevant&demographic&only.&The&survey& links&
were& posted& on& two& private& Facebook& group& pages& for& two& higher& education& photography&
64&
programmes&within&the&UK&open&by&invitation&only&to&current&students&and&alumni&of&the&respective&




The& intention&was& to& elicit& responses& from& students& studying&on&a& range&of& different&photography&
programmes& at& a& number& of& different& institutions& comprising& what& could& be& described& as& a&
representative&survey&sample.&The&hope&was&that&the&findings&would&provide&input&from&individuals&
engaged& in& different& curricula& and& photographic& disciplines& regardless& of&what& could& feasibly& be& a&
modest&number&of&participants.&
&
The& survey& included& an& introductory& statement,& reproduced& in& Appendix& X,& intended& to& inform&


















however& owing& to& the& nature& of& the& research& question& in& comparing& the& use& of& print& and& digital&






full.& The& responses& to& the&question&asking& the& respondents’& current&or&most& recent&programme&of&
study&are&shown&in&Table&1&below.&The&vast&majority&of&respondents&indicated&that&they&were&studying&















































only& category& that& was& considered& to& be& a& source& of& inspiration& by& all& respondents& with& no& one&



































Personal&life&experience& 0& 2& 6& 16& 9& 33& 3.97&
Nature& 3& 4& 6& 14& 6& 33& 3.48&
Literature&(Novels,&Plays,&Poetry)& 3& 12& 10& 5& 3& 33& 2.79&
ManRmade&objects/structures& 2& 6& 10& 10& 5& 33& 3.3&
Websites& 4& 3& 12& 11& 3& 33& 3.18&
Exhibitions&(Photography)& 1& 6& 5& 16& 5& 33& 3.55&
Television&(News)& 4& 6& 13& 8& 2& 33& 2.94&
Photobooks& 3& 0& 4& 11& 15& 33& 4.06&
Zines& 7& 8& 9& 5& 4& 33& 2.73&
Blogs& 5& 14& 9& 5& 0& 33& 2.42&
Exhibitions&(other&art&media)& 2& 5& 12& 9& 5& 33& 3.3&
Photographers'&websites& 3& 1& 5& 11& 13& 33& 3.91&
Television&(Entertainment)& 9& 5& 10& 8& 1& 33& 2.61&
Twitter& 24& 2& 5& 2& 0& 33& 1.55&
Magazines&(Print)& 6& 7& 11& 7& 2& 33& 2.76&
Music& 7& 13& 6& 4& 3& 33& 2.48&
Books&(Other&art&media)& 3& 6& 15& 4& 5& 33& 3.06&
Flickr& 21& 7& 3& 1& 1& 33& 1.61&
Television&(Documentary)& 6& 3& 12& 10& 2& 33& 2.97&
Instagram& 7& 3& 6& 14& 3& 33& 3.09&
Newspapers& 6& 15& 10& 2& 0& 33& 2.24&
Facebook& 16& 7& 10& 0& 0& 33& 1.82&
Magazines&(Online)& 10& 8& 6& 3& 6& 33& 2.61&
Film& 4& 3& 13& 9& 4& 33& 3.18&




The&options&with& the& joint& lowest& ratings&are& ‘Twitter’&and& ‘Flickr’& for&which&21& (64%)& respondents&
posted&a&rank&of&‘Not&a&Factor’&and&for&which&both&have&a&weighted&average&of&1.64.&The&option&with&
the&highest&rating&is&‘Photobooks’&for&which&a&total&of&19&(58%)&respondents&selected&a&rating&of&‘Highly&
Significant’& and& for& which& the& weighted& average& was& 4.39.& Other& popular& resources& are&
‘Photographers’& Websites’,& which& was& very& marginally& lower& than& ‘Photobooks’$with& a& weighted&
average&of&4.36,&‘Exhibitions&and&Gallery&Websites’$which&have&weighted&averages&of&4.00&and&3.52.&
Other& than& ‘Twitter’,$ the& three& least&popular& resources& for&viewing& the&work&of&photographers&are&
‘Facebook’,&‘Zines’&and&‘Websites&(Other)’,$the&weighted&averages&for&which&are&1.67,&2.18&and&2.97.&
One&respondent&gave&a&free&text&response&to&this&section&indicating&that&online&resources&were&‘easily&
accessible’,&but& stating& that&absorbing& information&was&easier& through&magazines&although& it’s&not&












websites& 0& 0& 6& 9& 18& 33& 4.36&
Magazines&(Print)& 2& 3& 14& 8& 6& 33& 3.39&
Twitter& 21& 6& 4& 1& 1& 33& 1.64&
Zines& 13& 9& 5& 4& 2& 33& 2.18&
Exhibitions& 1& 3& 6& 8& 15& 33& 4&
Flickr& 21& 7& 2& 2& 1& 33& 1.64&
Gallery&Websites& 3& 5& 7& 8& 10& 33& 3.52&
Instagram& 5& 3& 4& 14& 7& 33& 3.45&
Photobooks& 1& 0& 3& 10& 19& 33& 4.39&
Blogs& 5& 9& 12& 7& 0& 33& 2.64&
Facebook& 18& 9& 5& 1& 0& 33& 1.67&
Exhibition&Catalogues& 6& 4& 11& 5& 7& 33& 3.09&
Websites&(Other)& 4& 8& 10& 7& 4& 33& 2.97&
Magazines&(Online)& 5& 8& 7& 7& 6& 33& 3.03&
Optional&Free&Text&
Response& && && && && && 1& &&
Table$3$
70&


























Occasionally& Sometimes& Often& Frequently& Total&
Weighted&
Average&









the& photobook,& this& is& perhaps& not& surprising& considering& the& narrow& focus& in& terms& of& survey&
dissemination.&The&results&do,&however,&indicate&that&the&institutions&surveyed&in&the&course&of&this&
study&do&examine&photobooks&through&the&course&of&their&respective&curriculums.&A&closer&analysis&of&














Internet&Access& 16& 8& 4& 2& 3& 33& 2.03&
Photobooks& 1& 0& 1& 5& 26& 33& 4.67&
Magazines& 8& 6& 5& 4& 10& 33& 3.06&
Journals&(Periodicals)& 5& 5& 6& 4& 13& 33& 3.45&
Study&Space& 6& 6& 7& 6& 8& 33& 3.12&
Newspapers& 17& 9& 5& 1& 1& 33& 1.79&
DVDs& 22& 4& 4& 2& 1& 33& 1.67&
Books&(Fiction)& 20& 4& 2& 3& 4& 33& 2&
Books&(NonRfiction)& 8& 0& 8& 9& 8& 33& 3.27&
CDs& 26& 2& 4& 1& 0& 33& 1.39&
Research&Support& 10& 3& 7& 5& 8& 33& 2.94&
Socialising& 20& 3& 9& 1& 0& 33& 1.73&
Optional&Free&Text&














































18& (55%)& respondents& explicitly& answered& ‘Yes’& to& this& question& and& all& of& the& other& respondents&
offered&affirmative&responses.&Eleven&(33%)&respondents&used&the&term&‘research’&or&‘researching’&in&






















Social& media& was& referenced& directly& and& indirectly& four& (12%)& times.& Two& (6%)& respondents&




responses& that& appeared& to& indicate& the& utility& of& the& Internet& in& terms& of& the& potential& for& the&
promotion&of&their&own&work.&
&
Whilst& all& the& responses& appeared& to& acknowledge& the& importance&of& the& Internet& for& students&of&
photography,& some& responses& express& reservations.& One& respondent& answered& ‘it& can& be&






case,& had& previously& owned& a& collection.& Five& (15%)& respondents& stated& that& they& did& not& own& a&


























‘structure’,& ‘layout’,& ‘sequence’,& and& ‘composition’.& Four& (12%)& respondents& also& referred& to& the&
photobook&as&presenting&photographs&in&the&way&that&the&photographer&intended.&One&respondent&
described&the&photobook&as&being&‘layed&out&and&sequenced&just&as&the&photographer&wanted&it&to&be&








the& Internet&and& the&photobook.& &Numerous& reasons&were&given;& two&respondents& referred& to& the&



















Whilst& the& survey& results& do& yield& some& quite& definitive& and& notable& findings,& a& precursor& to& any&
discussion&must&emphasize&the&small&sample&size&involved&in&this&study.&Pickard&(2013,&p.60)&advises&





education& institutions& across& the& United& Kingdom& and& beyond.& One& cannot& ignore& the& role& that&
differences&in&course&content,&curriculum&focus&and&delivery&or&academic&teaching&staff&could&play&in&
influencing& students’& potential& attitudes& towards& information& resources.& The& number& of& HE&
institutions& involved& in& this& study&was&modest&and&when&one&considers& the&plethora&of&courses&on&
offer,& it& is& not& difficult& to& imagine& that& the& inclusion& of& other& programmes& could& have,& at& least&
hypothetically,&led&to&very&different&results.&&
&
That& being& said,& this& study& serves& an& important& purpose& in& contributing& to& the& formation& of& a&
conceptual& framework& around&photography& resources& and&provides& key& insight& into& the& resources&





polarity& of& results& apparent& in& key& information& behaviour& studies& concerning& emerging& artistic&
practitioners&and&practising&artists&by&Mason&and&Robinson&(2012),&Hemmig&(2009),&Cobbledick&(1996).&
Furthermore,&the&answers&given&by&graduate&photographer,&Kate&Nolan,& in&the&interview&stage&also&










that& ‘Personal& life& experience’& was& a& significant& source& of& inspiration& for& the& surveyed& ‘practising&
artists’.& Similarly,& Mason& && Robinson& (2012,& p.176)& observe& that& a& common& theme& apparent& in&
responses& of& the& participants& in& their& study,& regardless& of& their& respective& disciplines,& was& ‘the&






The& most& popular& source& of& inspiration& as& apparent& from& the& findings& is& the& photobook.& 58%& of&
respondents& rated& it& as& highly& significant.& In& addition,& eight& respondents& made& reference& to& the&
photobook&as&a&source&of&inspiration&in&their&free&text&answers.&These&references&together&with&the&
high&rating&that&the&photobook&achieved&for&the&inspiration&question&supports&both&perspectives&from&
the& literature&consulted&and& findings& from&the& interviews&with& the&photography&graduates&and&the&
photography& lecturer.& Inspiration& is& frequently& cited& as& a& primary& information& concern& amongst&
students& studying& creative& subjects& and& based& on& the& findings& of& this& study&we& can& conclude& that&


















from& those& achieving& ratings& in& the& upper& percentile& to& those& in& the& lower& range.& ‘Photographer&
websites’,&in&particular,&proved&to&be&a&very&popular&as&both&a&source&of&inspiration&and&a&means&by&
which& to& view& the& work& of& photographers.& Scoring& just& slightly& lower& than& ‘Photobooks’& in& both&
categories,& the& results& indicated& that& ‘Photographer& Websites’& are& a& key& information& resource&
amongst&the&surveyed&students&and&graduates.&
&
The& free& text& responses& indicated& that& a& fair& proportion& of& the& surveyed& students& considered& the&







These& results& indicate& the& significance& of& certain& online& resources& to& the& surveyed& students& of&
photography.& Whether& the& results& are& representative& of& the& use& of& certain& digital& resources& by&
photography&students&in&general&cannot&reasonably&be&posited&due&to&the&sample&size,&however&the&
relative& popularity& of& the& platform& Instagram& is& perhaps& consistent& with& mention& of& its& growing&
popularity&in&the&literature&(Smith& &Lefley,&2016).&&The&popularity&of&certain&digital&resources,&such&as&









fact,&Flickr&and&Twitter& received& the&highest&number&of& ‘Not&Significant’& ratings& in& the&Lickert& scale&
questions.&&This&represented&quite&a&distinction&from&the&findings&gathered&in&the&interview&with&the&
MA& photography& graduate& who& referenced& social& media& as& a& primary& source& of& inspiration.& The&
literature& consulted& also& referenced& the& utility& of& social& media& platforms& as& potential& learning&
resources&and&research&sources.&The&findings&concerning&the&photograph&hosting&site,&Flickr&are&also&
somewhat& at& odds& with& the& perspectives& put& forward& in& the& literature& by& Burgess& (2007)& who&
referenced&the&utility&of&the&platform&and&its&potential&in&knowledge&acquisition&and&the&development&
of& visual& literacy.& & Instagram&was& the&most& popular& social&media& platform& across& the& Lickert& Scale&













of& inquiry& in& future& research& may& yield& quite& different& results.& Overall,& however,& social& media&








indication& of& the& potential& value& of& the& Internet& as& a& resource& for& researching& and& viewing&
photography.&It&is&also&perfectly&feasible&that&photographers&who&have&perhaps&not&produced&a&book&





Considering& the& responses& from&small&proportion&of&participants&who&did&not&have&any&photobook&







with& the& exception& of& one& participant,& the& surveyed& students& all& visited& the& libraries& at& their&
institutions.&In&fact,&the&largest&proportion&of&respondents,&around&39%,&indicated&that&they&visited&the&







79%&of& respondents& ranked& ‘Photobooks’& as& a& highly& significant& purpose& for&which& they& visit& their&
institution&libraries,&indicating&that&for&the&surveyed&students,&photobooks&were&the&primary&reason&






























I& tend& to& find&out&about&photographers&online&but& ideally,& I& like& to&be&able& to& look&

















as& an& information& resource& by& the& surveyed& photography& students.& This& theme& in& the& students’&
responses& is& very& much& in& keeping& with& dominant& perspectives& apparent& in& the& critical& literature&
concerning&the&photobook&(Di&Bello& &Zamir,&2012,&Fox& &Caruana,&2012,&Parr& &Badger,&2004,&Barral,&
2013)&that&allude&heavily&to&the&physical&properties&of&the&book.&Specifically,&a&number&of&the&responses&

























the&notion&of& the&photographer’s&authorship&over& the&photobook.&This& factor&has&been&referenced&
widely&throughout&the&literature,&particularly&by&Parr& &Badger&(2004)&who&noted&the&degree&to&which&
photographers&generally&exercise&control&over&the&presentation&of&their&work&in&book&form.&Findings&
from& the& interviews& conducted& with& both& photography& graduate,& Kate& Nolan& and& photography&



















of& photobooks,& although& these& collections& varied& in& size& significantly.& Both& of& the& interviewed&
photography&graduates&also&stated&that&they&had&their&own&collections&of&photobooks.&This&finding&is&
consistent&with&the&findings&of&Hemmig’s&(2009)&and&Cobbledick’s&(1996)&studies&which&found&noted&a&
prevalence& for& personal& collections& of& books& amongst& art& students.& A& potentially& significant& point&
arising&from&the&response&to&this&collection&is&concerned&with&the&cost&of&photobooks.&This&finding&is&
consistent&with& certain& perspectives& in& the& literature& (Reverte,& 2014;& Fox&&& Caruana,& 2012;&Miles,&
2010;&Shannon,&2010)&concerning&photobooks&as&well&as&comments&made&by&both&subject&librarians&
during&their&interviews.&A&number&of&respondents&referred&specifically&to&the&expense&associated&with&
photobooks& stating& that& this& was& part& of& the& reason& their& respective& collections& weren’t& more&


















Photography& students& and&photographers& only& feature& in&modest& numbers&within& LIS& studies.& The&
intention&of&this&study&has&been&to&provide&some&insight&into&the&information&needs&and&preferences&




Photography& as& a& practice,&medium,&mode& of& communication,& and&means& of& expression& has& been&





shown,& the& surveyed& photography& students,& modest& as& they& are& in& number,& display& a& distinct&






that& communicate& the& message& of& the& work;& these& are& all& aspects& mentioned& variously& by& the&




findings,& it& does&play& a& role& in& providing& some& insight& into& a&demographic& of&which& very& little&was&
previously&known&within&the&LIS&literature.&It&also&provides&a&tentative&indication&of&the&photobook’s&
value& to& photography& students;& a& factor& to&which& academic& libraries& serving& this& audience& should&
arguably&pay&heed.&&
&
This& study&has&drawn& together& rich&qualitative&data& gathered& through& interviews& from&key&players&
related&to&the&research&subject&matter.&Perspectives&on&the&issues&have&been&elicited&which&provide&
insight& from& academic,& library& and& students& viewpoints.& The& subsequent& survey& response,& though&
small,&has&allowed& for&correlations& to&be&drawn&between&the& literature&and& the& findings,&providing&















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The&primary&motivation&behind& the& research&direction& for& this&dissertation&was& to&provide&
insight& into& the& the& relevance& of& particular& information& resources& for& a& specific& user&










to& the& research& context& was& beneficial& in& forming& a& holistic& understanding& of& the& issues.&
Unfortunately,&due&to&time&and&scheduling&constraints,&a&decision&was&made&to&accept&written&





Whilst& efforts& were&made& to& reach& students& from& a& range& of& institutions& and& a& range& of&
programmes,&the&potential&value&of&the&survey&findings&would&certainly&have&been&higher&had&
the& respondents& hailed& from& a& wider& spectrum& of& both& universities& and& photographic&
disciplines.&&
&




resources& used& by& photography& students& studying& at& higher& education& level,& focusing&
particularly& on& the& physical& photobook& and& the& Internet’.& On& reflection,& it& must& be&
acknowledged& that&mention&of& these& information& resources& in& the& introductory&statement&
could&feasibly&have&influenced&responses&given&by&participants&in&the&Lickert&Scale&questions,&
where&the&resources&featured&alongside&various&other&options.&That&being&said,&the&general&


































before.& Major& contemporary& photographers& now& publish& their& bodies& of& work& online& via&
personal&or&gallery&websites.&International&photography&magazines&are&available&in&entirety&
online& and& Web& 2.0& technologies& such& as& the& blog& have& become& synonymous& with&






compared& to& books& of& other& kinds& and& they& frequently& come& in& a& plethora& of& large& and&
unwieldy&shapes&and&sizes.&&
&
This& study& aims& to& adopt& a& holistic& approach& in& which& the& relevance& of& photobooks& in&
contemporary&academic& libraries& is&discussed.&Secondly,& this& study&aims& to& investigate& the&





academic& staff,& librarians& and& students.& The& rich& data& amassed& through& these& interviews&
informs&the&design&of&a&survey& instrument&which& is&disseminated&to&a&wider&population&of&















level.& The& survey& population& will& comprise& undergraduates,& postgraduates& and& recent&


















survey& instrument& which& will& be& subsequently& used& to& elicit& feedback& from& a& larger&
population.&The&interviews&will&be&semi&structured,&utilising&a&set&list&of&questions,&but&vitally&
will&allow&for& free& flowing&conversation.&The& interviews&will&be&conducted& in&person&or&via&
Skype.&The&proposed&focus&group&will&comprise&students&studying&photography&at&Goldsmiths,&





A& pilot& study&will& be& conducted& prior& to& the&wider& electronic& dissemination& of& the& survey&
instrument.&A&small&number&of&individuals&matching&the&aforementioned&criteria&will&receive&
the&proposed&survey.&In&addition&to&answering&the&questions&on&the&survey,&they&will&be&asked&

















the& information& needs& of& photography& students& as& a& specific& demographic,& although&
photographers& and& students&of& photography&have& featured& in&broader& studies& in& the&past&
(Brett,&2013,&Hemmig,&2009,).&A&study&by&Cox& (2012)&appears& to&be& the&only&published&LIS&
research& concerned& solely& with& the& information& related& behaviours& of& photographers,&















Beyond$ (Di& Bello,& Wilson& && Zamir& eds.& 2011)& and& Colberg’s& (2016)& Understanding$ the$
Photobook:$The$Form$and$Content$of$the$Photographic$Book.$A&consideration&of&such&key&texts&
is&necessary&to&gain&insight&into&the&discourse&concerning&photography&and&the&photobook,&
this&aspect&of& the& research&will&help& to&establish& if&or&why& the&photobook& is&a& resource&of&
special&significance&to&students&of&photography.&
$






2007)& to& observation& (LeClerc,& 2010),& interviews& (Gatten& && Bryant,& 2010,& Cowan,& 2004,&
Challener,&1999,&Cobbledick,&1996)&and&focus&groups&(Gatten&&&Bryant,&2010,&Frank,&1999).&
Whilst& none& of& these& studies& focus& specifically& on& photography& students& as& a& specific&
demographic,& they& do& highlight& the& wide& variety& of& resources& utilised& by& students& and&
104&
individuals&engaged&in&creative&practices,&a&factor&that&in&itself&indicates&the&relevance&of&the&




Frank,&1999,&Cobbledick,&1996,&Toyne,&1975,&1977).&Certain& recent& studies&have&noted& the&
prevalence&of&Internet&use&in&artists’&and&art&students’&information&seeking&(Lo&&&Chu,&2015,&
Mason& && Robinson,& 2011,& Gatten& && Bryant,& 2010,& Gregory,& 2007).& Notably,& a& significant&
number&of& studies& (Lo&&&Chu,&2015,&Mason&&&Robinson,&2012,&Whiteside,& 2010,&Hemmig,&
2009,&McLaughlin,&2008,&Gregory,&2007,&Cobbledick,&1996,&Stam,&1995)&also&make&reference&
to&the&prevalence&of&personal&libraries&amongst&artists&and&art&students,&this&finding&may&well&














information& needs& may& be& relevant& to& photography& students’& motivations& in& consulting&
photobooks,&or&indeed,&alternative&resources.&An&understanding&of&the&information&needs&and&























staff& teaching& on& photography& programmes,& librarian(s)& at& higher& education& institutions&






The& findings& of& the& interviews& and& focus& group& will& inform& the& content& of& the& survey&










Task$ Start$Date$ Duration$(Days)$ End$Date$
Literature&Review& 24/07/2017& 49& 10/09/2017&
Writing&R&Methodology& 10/08/2017& 14& 24/08/2017&
Devising&Interview&Questions& 30/08/2017& 7& 06/09/2017&
Interviews/Focus&Group& 06/09/2017& 21& 27/09/2017&
Collating&Results&(Interviews)& 27/09/2017& 7& 04/10/2017&
Survey&Design& 04/10/2017& 7& 11/10/2017&
Pilot&study& 16/10/2017& 4& 20/10/2017&
Survey&Revisions& 20/10/2017& 3& 23/10/2017&
Survey&Dissemination& 23/10/2017& 2& 25/10/2017&
Collating&Results&(Survey)& 09/11/2017& 7& 16/11/2017&
Presenting&Results& 16/11/2017& 14& 30/11/2017&
Writing&R&Discussion& 30/11/2017& 7& 07/12/2017&
Writing&R&Conclusion& 07/12/2017& 14& 21/12/2017&
Proofreading& 28/12/2017& 3& 31/12/2017&
Page&Setting& 31/12/2017& 2& 02/12/2017&






































































































































The$ survey$ document$ will$ be$ produced$ using$ SurveyMonkey$ and$ will$ be$ disseminated$
electronically$via$email.$The$results$will$be$collated$and$analysed$using$Excel.$$
$









































































































































no( personal( details( will( be( recorded( or( published.( Any( identifying(
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tristan:( First( of( all,( Goldsmiths,( the( library( photography( collection( here,( can( you( give( me( any(
information,(is(it(a(substantial(collection?(
$
Antonia:$ I$wouldn't$ say$ it’s$ a$ substantial$ collection,$ it’s$ relative,$ isn't$ it$ really?$ I$would$ say$ having$
worked…$so$in$comparison$to$the$Royal$College$of$Art,(it’s$smaller$than$that$collection,$even$though$




























Tristan:( Do( you( know( whether( you( [Goldsmiths( Library]( subscribe( to( or( hold( any( e_resources(
pertaining(to(photography(_(are(there(any(e_journals?((
$
Antonia:$ Yes,$ we$ do$ have$ photography$ journals$ as$ eTjournals.$ I$ don't$ think$ there’s$ one$ specific$
database$ for$photography,$but$we$have$Art$ and$Architecture$ Source$which$ is$one$of$ the$main$art$
databases$ T$ that$ obviously$ does$ contain$ some$ photography$ resources.$ There$ are$ some$ books$ on$

















Antonia:$Yes,$you$can$never$have$enough$copies.$And$ the$ things$ like,$ there’s$a$book$called$Family$
Frames,$it’s$older$now,$but$it$is$very$popular,$looking$at$family$photography,$and$Anette$Hirsh.$We’ve$




















selection$ which$ I$ look$ through.$ So,$ if$ I$ think$ it’s$ topical,$ for$ example$ a$ photography$ book$ about$
refugees,$ a$ thing$ that’s$ relevant,$ something$ the$ students$would$be$ searching$ and$ they$might$ find$
useful$ to$ supplement$ their$ work$ if$ they$ see$ it$ on$ the$ catalogue.$ I$ try$ to$ get$ an$ overview$ of$ new$



































Antonia:$ That’s$ one$ I$ remember$ off$ hand,$ but$ again,$ it’s$ not$ a$ lot.$ Maybe$ some$ of$ the$ fashion$
photography$occasionally$T$but$more$for$the$subject$matter$than$the$photography.$$
$





















edition( and( then( there( won’t( even( be( a( second.( And( I( guess( with( science( books( there( is( a(
responsibility(to(weed(the(book,(to(get(rid(of(it,(otherwise(there'd(be(trouble.(Arguably(so(does(the(















































































































































































earlier$ there$was$also$ foundation$photography,$ I$ forgot$about$ that.$ So,$ they$were$all$ invited,$ they$
didn't$all$always$attend,$it$was$just$a$handful,$but$the$photography$students$were$very$engaged,$well,$
not$specifically$with$the$library,$but$they$were$quite$proactive$so$they$did$come,$I$sent$them$the$lists$






did( the( photography( faculty( request,( so(when(we( say( photobook,( I( guess( hat( it’s( quite( a( loose(























because$ it’s$ always$ had$ a$ big$ focus$ on$ art$ collections,$ I$ think$ it’s$ quite$ hard$ for$ some$ library$
management$ to$ appreciate$ it’s$ a$ slightly$ different$ collection$ type$ that$ you$need,$ so$ it’s$ a$ broader$
collection$of$just$having$one$of$a$lot$of$different$things$rather$than$having$reading$list$books.$So,$a$lot$
of$collection$ list$management$ is$now$moving$towards$reading$ list$ items,$which$ is$great$ if$you$have$
good$reading$lists,$but$a$lot$of$academics$will$say,$well$we$don’t$have$reading$lists$for..you$know,$they$

























a$ challenge$ to$ have$ an$ amazing$ subject$ knowledge$ of$ every$ subject.$ So,$ you’re$ relying$ on$ your$























the$ shelves.$ Quite$ a$ few$ of$ the,$ probably$ more$ of$ the$ fashion$ students,$ but$ quite$ a$ few$ of$ the$








































































































































































of$work$ from$a$photographer.$ It$allows$ them$to$see$ the$ images$printed$ in$a$way$ that$ the$
photographer$is$happy$with,$along$with$(often)$some$contextual$material.$Online,$it$is$much$


















































working$ on$ an$ exhibition.$ When$ I$ was$ working$ on$ the$ book,$ I$ was$ mostly$ looking$ at$
photobooks$and$different$ways$people$were$approaching$it,$but$not$just$photobooks,$artist$
books$ as$well.$ I$wanted$ something$ really,$ really$ physical,$ but$ I$ don’t$ know,$but$ also$ from$
reading$literature.$I$mean,$you$get$inspired$from$everything.$My$neighbour’s$cat$inspires$me!$
(











































you’re( saying?( Have( you( seen( any( photographers( who( have( actually( used( the( online(
platform(in(an(interesting(way,(in(terms(of(showing(narrative,(or(work?(
$

















































































Kate:$ I$ don’t$ think$ I$ did$ in$Belfast,$ I$ don’t$ think$ they$ really$ talked$about$books$ that$much$
because$once$ I$started,$once$ I$decided$after$ I$graduated$that$ I$was$going$to$continue$that$
project$and$ then$make$a$book$out$of$ it,$ I$ got$obsessed$with$photobooks$and$ that’s$when$













































































































Tristan:(Do(you(think( there’s( some(kind(of(colour( frequency( thing,( like( there’s(a( science(
behind(putting(in(those(random…(
$








































work$ and$ this$ is$ kind$ the$ exact$way$ and$working$with$ different,$with$ different$ designers,$



















–( there( is( a( lot( of( debate( about( this,( like( people( kind( of( like,( Raplh( Prins( said( ‘the(
autonomous(art(form’(which(I(think(is(a(really(great(way(of(saying(–(it’s(like(it’s(its(own(thing.(
Like(everyone(always(criticizes(the(Parr(Badger(definition(because( it(doesn’t(put(enough(




































































made$books$over$the$ last$ few$years$have$all$ self$published$and$they$have$all$worked$with$



























































Soth$ put$ out$ this$ newspaper,$ and$ he$was$ there$ and$ I$ could$ only$ afford$ his$ newspaper,$ I$
couldn’t$afford$his$book,$so$I$asked$him$to$sign$it$and$he$wouldn’t$sign$it;$he$was$like,$no,$I’ve$
created$this$so$it’s$affordable$for$people,$once$I$sign$it,$it$changes$the$price$on$it.$I$guess$if$
anybody$ bought$ a$ book$ of$ mine,$ I$ would$ sign,$ but$ some$ people$ you$ have$ to$ ask$ them$
specifically$or$it$can$be$an$extra$cost,$I$don’t$like$any$of$that.$But$I$guess$he’s$right,$people$are$
































































I$think$that’s$ just,$Facebook,$ I$ just$follow$like$BJP$–$ if$you$could$call$that$a$photography$resource$–$
there’s$lots$of$interviews…Photography$Now$is$good$for$seeing$what$exhibitions$are$on…Yeah,$I$guess$

















































































































































J:$Not$really.$ I$guess$ I$have$phases.$ I$guess$ I$ just$ look$at$other$peoples$ Instagrams$now.$And$then$I$
might$have$a$quick$look$at$their$website.$
$
Tristan.( Cool,( cool.( What( are( your( feelings( about( the( computer( as( a( medium( for( viewing(






















if$the$pictures$are$massive.$ I$mean$you’re$not$going$to$get$the$same…yeah,$ I$guess$exhibitions$ just$




















































J:$Yeah,$so$ I$ just$got$ the$Roger$Ballen$book,$ I$haven’t$ looked$at$ it$yet$–$ it$was$part$of$my$birthday$
present,$but$I$haven’t$looked$at$it$yet.$
$



















photography$ is$a$great$medium,$but$ I$ feel$ like$ it$needs$more$sometimes.$And$ I$ feel$ like$there’s$no$


















































































































J:$Well,$you$can$have$your$own$shop$online,$so$you$can$just$sell$–$ I$guess$ it’s$ just$an$easier$way$to$
promote$your$work$and$if$you$have$a$book,$you$can$send$it$to$magazines$for$reviews$and$stuff$–$there’s$
like$ some$ archives$ –$ Self$ Publish$ Be$Happy,$ Indie$ Photobook$ Archive,$ you$ can$ send$ your$ book$ to$
libraries$all$round$the$world...$photofestivals…$I$just$feel$like$it’s$another$way$to$promote$yourself.$If$
you$have$an$online$store,$you$can$make$your$money$back$or$make$profit.$People$can$start$investing$in$
you,$I$guess.$
$
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Tristan:(Awesome.(Thank(you(very(much.(
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